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                  Come and explore our wonderfully wild region; we have over 40 Nature Reserves and other places to visit.
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                  By booking your event with us you are actively helping us to restore and protect nature across the north west.
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                  We are working tirelessly for nature's recovery on land and at sea across Lancashire, Manchester and North Merseyside.
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                  Could you do something really special to help nature thrive? Start fundraising today and help us fight for brighter future for wildlife.
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                  We receive zero government funding and rely on our members and grants to support our charitable activities.
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        Our Education team have been running forest school training courses since 2013. 
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            Project pledges free Forest School sessions and training for a Liverpool school in 2019

        

        

    
    
        The Lancashire Wildlife Trust are giving a school in Liverpool the opportunity to join their exciting forest school project as part of the Liverpool City Region’s Year of the Environment…
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        Forest School is an ethos that offers youngsters opportunities to succeed, improve self-esteem and develop through hands-on learning in a natural setting.
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        My forest school group on a Friday love playing in the mud and leaving handprints on the trees when they come to forest school. So today, for 30 Days Wild, we made mud flags and learned about…
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        This Forest School Day (Friday 14th October) we are sharing and celebrating everything that is great and wonderful about Forest School.
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            Forest School's out for summer

        

        

    
    
        With the summer holidays starting, our Forest School Project Officers are pausing their delivery until September, and it’s shaping up to be another successful year for the project, which is…
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        It's not just the birds who have started singing in our woodlands at Forest School...
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        As schools return after a well-deserved summer break, Forest School Trainer Danny English reflects on his most recent Forest School programme and the benefits for the learners involved.
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        BBQs aren't just for summer. Forest School and Communications Officer Molly Toal chats about the benefits of outdoor cooking with youngsters.
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        We are all feeling the pinch this Christmas, but the children we work with have found that making decorations by hand using natural materials can feel equally as festive without breaking the bank…
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            Schools receive year-long place on the Forest School Project

        

        

    
    
        Our Forest School project is back and raring to go, bringing nature and its benefits into urban children and teachers’ everyday lives, thanks to support from players of People’s Postcode Lottery…
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